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Abstract

Go to:

Vitamin D deficiency associates with increased risk for cardiovascular events and mortality, but the
mechanism driving this association is unknown. Here, we tested whether circulating 25hydroxyvitamin D concentration associates with coronary artery calcification (CAC), a measure of
coronary atherosclerosis, in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis. We included 1370 participants:
394 with and 976 without chronic kidney disease (estimated GFR <60 ml/min per 1.73 m2). At
baseline, CAC was prevalent among 723 (53%) participants. Among participants free of CAC at
baseline, 135 (21%) developed incident CAC during 3 yr of follow-up. Lower 25-hydroxyvitamin D
concentration did not associate with prevalent CAC but did associate with increased risk for developing
incident CAC, adjusting for age, gender, race/ethnicity, site, season, physical activity, smoking, body
mass index, and kidney function. Further adjustment for BP, diabetes, C-reactive protein, and lipids did
not alter this finding. The association of 25-hydroxyvitamin D with incident CAC seemed to be
stronger among participants with lower estimated GFR. Circulating 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D
concentrations among participants with chronic kidney disease did not significantly associate with
prevalent or incident CAC in adjusted models. In conclusion, lower 25-hydroxyvitamin D
concentrations associate with increased risk for incident CAC. Accelerated development of
atherosclerosis may underlie, in part, the increased cardiovascular risk associated with vitamin D
deficiency.
1

Vitamin D deficiency is associated with increased risks for cardiovascular disease (CVD) and death.
Specifically, low circulating concentrations of 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D] are associated with
increased risks for mortality among incident hemodialysis patients and patients with stages 2 through 5
23
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4

chronic kidney disease (CKD), cardiovascular events in the Framingham Offspring Study,
5
myocardial infarction in the Health Professionals Follow-up Study, cardiovascular- and all-cause
6
mortality among patients with acute coronary syndrome, and all-cause mortality in follow-up from the
7
Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III). Observational studies
among patients with CKD suggested that treatment with 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (calcitriol) reduces
8 12
mortality. – A meta-analysis of clinical trials, conducted predominantly among postmenopausal
women, demonstrated a statistically significant 7% reduction in total mortality with cholecalciferol or
13
ergocalciferol supplementation.
Accelerated atherosclerosis may explain in part the associations of vitamin D deficiency with CVD and
death. Low circulating 25(OH)D concentration is associated with a number of established risk factors
14 18
for atherosclerosis, including obesity, diabetes, hypertension, and dyslipidemia. – Moreover, vitamin
D seems to regulate additional biologic pathways implicated in the development of atherosclerosis.
Calcitriol downregulates the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system in animal models and modulates
immune cell function, enriching the antiatherogenic Th2 lymphocyte population and reducing
19 20
proinflammatory cytokine secretion. , The presence in vascular smooth muscle cells of 1-α
hydroxylase, which converts 25(OH)D to calcitriol, suggests that vitamin D may also have direct
21 22
effects on the vascular wall, potentially including prevention of vascular calcification. ,
We tested whether low circulating levels of 25(OH)D are associated with prevalent and incident
coronary artery calcium (CAC) in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA), a communitybased cardiovascular cohort study. 25(OH)D concentration reflects total intake of vitamin D from
23
cutaneous synthesis and dietary intake. CAC is a sensitive measure of subclinical coronary
24
atherosclerosis and a strong risk factor for cardiovascular events. Serum concentrations of calcitriol
(1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D), the most biologically potent metabolite of vitamin D, were additionally
measured among participants with CKD.

Results
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Baseline Characteristics
Mean (SD) 25(OH)D concentration was 21.4 (11.3) ng/ml. Lower 25(OH)D concentration was
associated with younger age, male gender, nonwhite race/ethnicity, measurement during winter months,
higher body mass index (BMI), current smoking, diabetes, hypertension, lower HDL cholesterol
concentration, and higher triglyceride concentration (Table 1). Mean (SD) estimated GFR (eGFR) was
51.4 (8.2) ml/min per 1.73m2 for participants with CKD (eGFR <60 ml/min per 1.73 m2) and 81.4
(14.4) ml/min per 1.73m2 for participants without CKD. Compared with participants in the full MESA
population, those included in this study were slightly older (64.0 versus 61.7 yr), more likely to have
hypertension (54.7 versus 47.4%), and less likely to smoke (10.0 versus 13.8%); other characteristics
were similar.

Table 1.
Characteristics of 1370 MESA participants at baseline, by circulating 25(OH)D concentration
Characteristic
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Characteristic

≥15 ng/ml(n 25(OH)D
=
<15 ng/ml(n =
1004)

366)

≥15 ng/ml(n =

<15 ng/ml(n =

1004)

366)

Age (yr; mean ± SD)

64.6 ± 9.9

62.1 ± 10.3

Male gender (n [%])

454 (45.2)

178 (48.6)

white

484 (48.2)

77 (21.0)

Chinese

144 (14.3)

37 (10.1)

black

192 (19.1)

172 (47.0)

Hispanic

184 (18.3)

80 (21.9)

Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC

146 (14.5)

58 (15.8)

Columbia University, New York, NY

139 (13.8)

69 (18.9)

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD

129 (12.8)

66 (18.0)

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, MN

176 (17.5)

49 (13.4)

Northwestern University, Chicago, IL

200 (19.9)

76 (20.8)

University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles,

214 (21.3)

48 (13.1)

January through March

246 (24.5)

137 (37.4)

April through June

316 (31.5)

110 (30.1)

July through September

200 (19.9)

40 (10.9)

October through December

242 (24.1)

79 (21.6)

121 (12.1)

63 (17.3)

284 (28.3)

93 (25.4)

Race/ethnicity

Site (n [%])

CA
Season of measurement (n [%])

Diabetes (n [%])
BP (n [%])
normal

Open in a separate window

25(OH)D Concentration and Prevalent CAC
CAC was prevalent at baseline among 723 (53%) participants (65% of participants with CKD and 48%
of participants with normal kidney function). 25(OH)D concentration was not associated with prevalent
CAC (Table 2 and Figure 1A).

Table 2.
Associations of circulating 25(OH)D concentration with prevalent and incident CAC in the
MESAa
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2723983/
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25(OH)D
Parameter

P for linear
≥15 ng/ml

<15 ng/ml

Per 10-ng/ml Lower

trend

Concentration
Prevalent CAC
No. At risk (No. of

1,004 (545)

366 (178)

1370 (723)

model 1 (RR [95%

1.00

1.02 (0.91 to

1.00 (0.97 to 1.04)

0.92

(reference)

1.15)

1.00

0.98 (0.87 to

0.98 (0.95 to 1.02)

0.33

(reference)

1.11)

1.00

0.99 (0.88 to

0.98 (0.95 to 1.01)

0.28

(reference)

1.11)

No. At risk (No. of

459 (86)

188 (49)

647 (135)

model 1 (RR [95%

1.00

1.58 (1.14 to

1.35 (1.11 to 1.64)

0.002

(reference)

2.21)
1.23 (1.00 to 1.52)

0.046

1.23 (1.00 to 1.52)

0.049

events)
b
CI])
model 2 (RR [95%
c
CI])
model 3 (RR [95%
d
CI])
Incident CAC
events)
b
CI])
model 2 (RR [95%
c
CI])

1.00

1.40 (0.99 to

(reference)

1.99)

1.00

1.38 (0.95 to

(reference)

1.99)

model 3 (RR [95%
d
CI])

Open in a separate window
a

RR, relative risk.

b

Adjusted for age, gender, race/ethnicity, site, season, and measurement batch.

cAdditionally adjusted for physical activity, BMI, and smoking.
d

Additionally adjusted for diabetes, BP, CRP, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, and triglycerides.
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Figure 1.
(A and B) Prevalence (A) and 3-yr cumulative incidence (B) of CAC, by eGFR and 25(OH)D
concentration, adjusted for age, gender, and race/ethnicity.

25(OH)D Concentration and Incident CAC
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2723983/
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Of 647 participants without CAC at baseline, 135 (21%) developed incident CAC during a median
follow-up duration of 3 yr. Lower 25(OH)D concentration was associated with increased risk for
incident CAC (Table 2 and Figure 1B). Specifically, each 10-ng/ml lower 25(OH)D concentration was
associated with a 23% increased risk for developing CAC, after full adjustment (P = 0.049). This
association did not vary by age, gender, race/ethnicity, or serum phosphate concentration but seemed to
be stronger among participants with lower eGFR (Figures 1 and 2). The formal statistical test for
interaction by eGFR was NS (P = 0.31). Attenuation comparing model 2 with model 1 was largely
attributable to adjustment for BMI.

Figure 2.
Subgroup associations of circulating 25(OH)D concentration with incident CAC. Circles represent point
estimates; horizontal bars represent 95% CIs. Risk is assessed per 10-ng/ml lower 25(OH)D concentration,
adjusted for age, gender, race/ethnicity, site, season, measurement batch, physical activity, BMI, smoking,
diabetes, BP, CRP, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, and triglycerides. Shown in parentheses are numbers
of participants at risk/numbers of participants with incident CAC.

Among the 723 participants with prevalent CAC, 25(OH)D concentration was not associated with
severity of CAC: Each 10-ng/ml lower 25(OH)D concentration was associated with a 3.0-U lower
Agatston score (untransformed analysis, 95% confidence interval [CI] 48.6 to 42.7; P = 0.90) or a 4%
lower geometric mean Agatston score (log-transformed analysis, 95% CI 13 to 7%; P = 0.50), adjusted
for precision variables and potential confounders. Similarly, 25(OH)D concentration was not associated
with progression of CAC: Each 10-ng/ml lower 25(OH)D concentration was associated with only a
0.2% greater decrease in geometric mean Agatston score during follow-up (95% CI −4 to 4%; P =
0.93).
Calcitriol Concentration and CAC
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2723983/
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Calcitriol measurements were additionally available for 350 participants with eGFR <60 ml/min per
1.73 m2. Of these, 226 (65%) had prevalent CAC at baseline, and 26 (21%) of 124 without prevalent
CAC developed incident CAC during follow-up. Lower calcitriol concentrations were associated with
trends toward increased risks for prevalent and incident CAC (Table 3). Among the 226 participants
with baseline CAC, calcitriol concentration was not correlated with CAC severity or progression.
25(OH)D and calcitriol concentrations were weakly correlated (Spearman ρ = 0.21). When both
measurements were included in a model together, relative risks for incident CAC in this subgroup were
1.29 (95% CI 0.85 to 1.95) per 10-ng/ml lower 25(OH)D and 1.17 (95% CI 0.86 to 1.58) per 10-pg/ml
lower calcitriol, adjusting for age, gender, race/ethnicity, site, season, measurement batch, physical
activity, BMI, and smoking.

Table 3.
Associations of circulating calcitriol (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D) concentration with prevalent
and incident CAC in the MESAa
Parameter

RR (95% CI)

P

1.09 (1.02 to 1.16)

0.01

Prevalent CAC
b
model 1
c
model 2
d
model 3
e
model 4

1.08 (1.01 to 1.15) 0.018
1.06 (1.00 to 1.13) 0.065
1.06 (1.00 to 1.13) 0.064

Incident CAC
b
model 1
c
model 2
d
model 3
e
model 4

1.18 (0.84 to 1.67)

0.35

1.19 (0.88 to 1.60)

0.26

1.22 (0.91 to 1.65)

0.10

1.32 (0.95 to 1.85)

0.11

a

RR is assessed per 10-pg/ml lower calcitriol concentration.

b

Adjusted for age, gender, race/ethnicity, site, season, and measurement batch.

c

Additionally adjusted for physical activity, BMI, and smoking.

dAdditionally adjusted for diabetes, BP, CRP, total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, and triglycerides.
e

Additionally adjusted for eGFR and serum phosphorous concentration.

Discussion
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Lower 25(OH)D concentrations were associated with increased risk for developing new-onset CAC
during 3 yr of follow-up in a large, community-based, multiethnic population without preexisting
clinical CVD. These results suggest that accelerated development of coronary atherosclerosis may
underlie, in part, the increased cardiovascular risk associated with vitamin D deficiency.
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This is the first report to our knowledge to assess the relationship of 25(OH)D concentration with CAC
or with change in any measure of subclinical CVD over time. 25(OH)D levels have been correlated
with other measures of subclinical atherosclerosis in cross-sectional studies. In NHANES 2001 through
2004, lower 25(OH)D concentrations were associated with increased prevalence of peripheral artery
25
disease, defined as an ankle-brachial index <0.9, in a dose-dependent manner. Among 390 patients
with type 2 diabetes, 25(OH)D concentrations were inversely correlated with carotid intima-media
26
thickness. In animal models, calcitriol at dosages sufficient to correct secondary hyperparathyroidism
prevented vascular calcification, whereas very high dosages of calcitriol caused vascular
27
calcification. Given results of animal models and widespread clinical use of vitamin D supplements,
it is important to note that we did not observe any association of higher 25(OH)D concentrations with
CAC.
The association of lower 25(OH)D concentrations with incident CAC was independent of established
risk factors for atherosclerosis, including smoking, diabetes, BP, dyslipidemia, BMI, and C-reactive
protein (CRP). This suggests that vitamin D deficiency may be related to CVD through unique biologic
pathways. Direct effects on the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, immune cell function, and
19 22
vascular smooth muscle cells are possible candidates. – It is also possible that this relationship is
mediated by bone. Both osteoporosis and low-turnover bone disease have been associated with
vascular calcification, and vitamin D may affect deposition of vascular calcium by altering the flux of
calcium and phosphorus into and out of bone or by modifying levels of hormones and other signaling
28 29
molecules released by bone. ,
In our study, the association of incident CAC with lower 25(OH)D concentrations seemed to be greater
in magnitude among participants with impaired kidney function. This interaction was not statistically
significant and must be viewed as hypothesis generating; however, it is biologically plausible, because
patients with CKD may not be able to compensate for insufficient 25(OH)D by increasing the rate of its
conversion to calcitriol in the kidney. Calcitriol concentrations across the range of GFR may help in the
evaluation of this possibility but were not available for analysis. It is also possible that CAC includes
30
medial calcification among patients with CKD, with low vitamin D concentrations associated more
strongly with medial calcification than with intimal calcification. That risk associated with lower
25(OH)D concentrations does not increase until GFR is <50 ml/min per 1.73 m2 may reflect
misclassification of eGFR in the 50- to 60-ml/min per 1.73 m2 range or may reflect a threshold effect
of declining calcitriol production. If replicated in future studies, then the potential GFR–25(OH)D
interaction would suggest that people with impaired kidney function may be more susceptible to
detrimental effects of insufficient 25(OH)D and that renally produced calcitriol may be important in
prevention of CAC.
25(OH)D concentration was not associated with the prevalence of CAC at baseline or with severity or
progression of prevalent CAC. There are at least three possible explanations for differing results
comparing incident and prevalent CAC. First, baseline 25(OH)D concentration may reflect current
vitamin D status and risk for imminent CAC formation more accurately than vitamin D status and risk
31
for CAC formation years earlier, when CAC present at baseline was forming. Second, inclusion only
of participants who underwent repeat measurements (“survivors”) may have biased analyses of
prevalent CAC. Third, results for incident CAC could be due to residual confounding or chance.
Differing results for incident CAC versus CAC severity and progression suggest several possible
explanations: Vitamin D may be related to the initiation of CAC but not to its progression, difficulties
quantifying extent of CAC and its change over time may have biased results toward the null, or results
for incident CAC may be due to chance. Further studies are warranted to distinguish these possibilities.
Among participants with impaired kidney function, lower calcitriol concentrations were associated
with increased risks for prevalent and incident CAC, but these associations did not meet the α = 0.05
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2723983/
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level of statistical significance. Compared with 25(OH)D concentration, circulating calcitriol
concentration is a less robust biomarker. Calcitriol concentration is tightly regulated by renal 1-α
hydroxylase activity, so associations with circulating calcitriol concentration may be confounded by
factors that affecting the activity of this enzyme, including kidney function, diabetes, serum phosphate,
22
fibroblast growth factor 23, parathyroid hormone, and acid-base status. We account for some but not
all of these factors. In addition, calcitriol has a relatively short half-life, so a single measurement may
32
poorly reflect long-term exposure. Watson et al. reported an inverse correlation of calcitriol
concentration with severity of CAC among 173 patients with elevated cardiovascular risk. Associations
with CAC severity, in contrast with CAC prevalence and incidence as observed in our study, may
reflect differences in study population and/or method of CAC measurement.
Strengths of this study include its diverse, community-based population with four racial/ethnic groups;
longitudinal measurements of CAC; a reduced likelihood of confounding by chronic disease given the
absence of clinical CVD at baseline and well-measured covariates; and the relatively large size. This
study also has limitations. 25(OH)D has a relatively long circulating half-life (approximately 3 wk) and
is considered a good biomarker, but a single measurement cannot fully capture cumulative vitamin D
23 31
exposure. , A temporal relationship between low 25(OH)D concentration and the development of
CAC was observed, but this does not necessarily demonstrate causality. Calcitriol concentrations were
available for only a subset of the population, and associations with calcitriol may be particularly
subject to residual confounding. Power was insufficient to examine whether threshold concentrations of
vitamin D were associated with risk for disease or to evaluate covariate interactions with statistical
confidence. It cannot be determined whether lower vitamin D concentrations are associated with the
development of atherosclerotic plaque per se or with its calcification.
In conclusion, lower 25(OH)D concentrations were associated with increased risk for developing newonset CAC during 3 yr of follow-up in a diverse, community-based population. Subclinical coronary
atherosclerosis may contribute to the increased risks for cardiovascular events and mortality associated
with low vitamin D concentrations. Further studies are needed to confirm these results and to determine
whether vitamin D interventions prevent the development of CVD.

Concise Methods

Go to:

Study Population
The MESA is a prospective cohort study designed to investigate the prevalence, correlates, and
progression of subclinical CVD. As described in detail elsewhere, 6814 community-dwelling residents
33
aged 45 to 84 were recruited between 2000 and 2002 at six centers across the United States.
Individuals with previous clinical CVD, defined as physician-diagnosed heart attack, angina, stroke,
transient ischemic attack, heart failure, or atrial fibrillation; use of nitroglycerin; or previous
angioplasty, coronary artery bypass graft, valve replacement, pacemaker or defibrillator implantation,
or any surgery on the heart or arteries, were excluded. Detailed data describing demographics,
comorbidities, and medications were collected at enrollment, and each participant gave baseline blood
samples. Study protocols were approved by the institutional review board at each participating
institution, and all MESA participants granted informed consent.
This study includes all MESA participants with 25(OH)D concentration measured at baseline and CAC
measured at baseline and follow-up (n = 1370). Baseline 25(OH)D concentration was measured in two
subsets of MESA participants, which were combined for this study. The first subset includes 455
34
MESA participants with baseline CKD, defined by an eGFR < 60 ml/min per 1.73 m2 ; 388 of these
underwent repeat CAC measurement and were included in analyses. For the purpose of the study
described herein, we measured 25(OH)D concentration for an additional 1000 MESA participants with
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2723983/
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normal baseline kidney function. These were randomly sampled from the pool of participants who
underwent repeat CAC measurement after 3 yr of follow-up.
25(OH)D and Calcitriol
Serum was collected at the baseline MESA examination and frozen at −70°C. 25(OH)D was measured
in thawed samples using a RIA (DiaSorin, Stillwater, MN; coefficient of variation over multiple runs
8.2 to 11.0%). Measurements were completed using the same assay in three batches by eGFR.
Compared with the single batch completed for participants with normal kidney function, mean
25(OH)D concentrations in the two batches completed for participants with CKD were 2 ng/ml higher
and 0.1 ng/ml lower, adjusting for age, gender, race/ethnicity, site, and season of measurement.
Calcitriol was measured among participants with CKD only using a RIA (DiaSorin; coefficient of
variation over multiple runs 12.3 to 15.3%).
Coronary Artery Calcium
CAC was quantified using an electron-beam computed tomography (CT) scanner or a multidetector CT
35
system, as described previously in detail. At each CAC measurement, each MESA participant
underwent two scans. A radiologist or a cardiologist blinded to clinical data read all CT scans at a
36
single center, using an interactive scoring system to calculate Agatston score. The mean Agatston
score for each pair of concurrent scans was used for all analyses, with any Agatston score >0 defining
the presence of CAC. κ values for intraobserver and interobserver agreement were 0.93 and 0.90,
24
respectively.
Covariates
Race/ethnicity was self-classified by participants as Caucasian, Chinese, African-American, or
Hispanic. Diabetes was defined as a fasting blood glucose ≥126 mg/dl or use of diabetes medications
37
(insulin, sulfonylureas, biguanides, thiazolidinediones, or α-glucosidase inhibitors). BP was
categorized as hypertension (systolic BP ≥140 mmHg, diastolic BP ≥90 mmHg, or use of
antihypertensive agents), prehypertension (systolic BP ≥120 mmHg or diastolic BP ≥80 mmHg in the
38
absence of hypertension), or normal, according to current guidelines. CKD was defined by an eGFR
< 60 ml/min per 1.73 m2, calculated using the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) formula
39
after indirectly calibrating serum creatinine to Cleveland Clinic values. Lipid concentrations were
measured using standard enzymatic methods, with LDL cholesterol calculated using the Friedewald
40
formula. Total intentional physical activity was quantified from questions assessing sporting,
41 42
conditioning, and walking activities. , Time spent on each activity was multiplied by its standard
metabolic equivalent of the task (MET) before summing, with physical activity reported in MET
43
minutes per week.
Statistical Analysis
25(OH)D concentration varies strongly by season, so single measurements may yield substantial
misclassification of year-long vitamin D exposure. Thus, primary analyses evaluated 25(OH)D
concentration as a continuous variable, adjusted by season and scaled to 10 ng/ml, a difference readily
44
attained using a moderate dosage of cholecalciferol supplement. 25(OH)D concentration was also
categorized using a threshold of 15 ng/ml, because 25(OH)D concentrations below this level are
45
associated with increased risk for incident cardiovascular events. , Calcitriol concentration was
evaluated as a continuous variable only, because accepted categories have not been established.
Prevalent CAC was defined as any Agatston score >0 at baseline. Poisson regression models quantified
45
relative risk for prevalent CAC, with and without adjustment for precision variables [site, season, and
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2723983/
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25(OH)D measurement batch], potential confounders (age, gender, race/ethnicity, BMI, physical
activity, and smoking), and potential mediators (diabetes, BP, inflammation as assessed by CRP, and
serum lipid concentrations). Age, BMI, physical activity, CRP (log-transformed), and lipids were
modeled as continuous variables. For physical activity, results were not changed by addition of a
quadratic term, using minutes instead of MET minutes, or substituting total moderate and vigorous
physical activity for total intentional physical activity. Because measurement batch was determined by
eGFR, adjustment for batch also adjusts for CKD. Adjusting 25(OH)D analyses for eGFR as a
continuous variable did not substantially change results. Analyses assessing calcitriol were further
adjusted for eGFR and serum phosphorous (continuous variables), because these factors affect renal
production of calcitriol.
Incident CAC was defined as any follow-up Agatston score >0 among participants with an Agatston
score of 0 at baseline. Poisson models were used to estimate risk associated with 25(OH)D
concentration, as already described, with further adjustment for time between CAC measurements
(median and mode 3 yr; range 1 to 6 yr).
Interaction was assessed for covariates that may affect conversion of 25(OH)D to calcitriol (age,
gender, race/ethnicity, CKD, and serum phosphate) by including interaction terms for covariates
(categorical variables) with 25(OH)D (continuous variable). The presence of interaction was formally
assessed using the Wald test.
Severity and progression of CAC were examined among participants with Agatston scores >0 at
baseline. Severity was examined using linear regression. Agatston scores were assessed as dependent
variables, both untransformed and log-transformed, with models adjusted as already described.
Progression of CAC was assessed by comparing the ratio of follow-up CAC with baseline CAC on the
geometric mean (log) scale.
Statistical analyses were performed using R (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) and Stata (Stata Corp.,
College Station, TX). All regression models used robust SEs. Statistical significance was taken to be P
< 0.05, and no adjustments were made for multiple comparisons.
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